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-10 < fNL < 74

WMAP, Komatsu et al 2010

-12 < gNL /105 < 16
(WMAP, Fergusson et al 2010)

-6000 < τNL < 33,000
(WMAP, Smidt et al 2010)

How does the large-scale halo
distribution see primordial nonGaussianity?
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Desjacques & Seljak 2009; Smith, Ferraro, ML 2011
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the old mass
function is ok
for fNL
the new mass
function works
for fNL, gNL, and
τNL types of nonGaussianity
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example data

∼ halo power spectrum

halo bias ∼Pnδ(k)/Pδδ (k)

AND IT WORKS!

-29 < fNL < 69 !!

k (h/Mpc)

Slosar, Hirata, Seljak, Ho,
Padmanabhan 2008
FIG. 3: This figure shows 6 datasets that are most relevant for our constrai
Doré,
Huterer,
Shirokov
2007
the NVSSxCMB IntegrateDalal,
Sach Wolfe
Cross
correlation,
the QSO1
power sp
Pillepich, Porciani, Hahn 2008;
Desjacques,
Seljak,
Iliev
2008;
Grossi
et
al
2009
while the right column shows the last three slices of the photometric LRG sa

(black, solid) and two non-Gaussian models: fNL = 100 (blue, dotted), fNL =
shows the fNL = 800 model as green, dot-dashed line. While changing fNL , o
text for further discussion.

Signatures in LSS II: scale-dependent halo bias
And for gNL:
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Smith, Ferraro, ML 2011

gNL bias coefficient× M-1/2

halo bias ∼Pnδ(k)/Pδδ (k)

AND IT WORKS AGAIN!

3dlnn/dfNL measured from sims

gNL coefficient from sims

halo mass (Msun/h)

(see also Desjacques and Seljak 2010)

Signatures in LSS III: stochastic halo bias
fNL , τNL non-Gaussianity gives both scale
dependent bias and makes halo # fluctuations
stochastic w.r.t. dark matter fluctuations
non-stochastic

stochastic
halos

halos

dark matter

dark matter
grav. potential

just σ

tot. grav. potential ∼ φ+σ

Tseliakhovich, Hirata, Slosar 2010

τNL dependent stochasticty is present in Nbody sims! But the predicted amplitude is not
as accurate as fNL and gNL biases . . .

Smith & ML 2010

DES

Planck
SPT

HETDEX

lots of large-scale
structure data!

SDSS

ACT
. . . and more
see e.g. Shandera, Dalal, Huterer 2010
Oguri and Takada 2010
Carbone, Verde, Matarrese 2009 many more . . .

Summary
Non-Gaussian initial conditions significantly change the
abundance and clustering of dark matter halos
We have an analytic description for the halo mass
function that compares well to N-body for fNL, gNL and
τNL -- perhaps it works for more general forms of NG?
Analytic descriptions of halo bias agree well with sims,
for fNL and gNL too!
Large-scale structure is a promising probe of the
early universe
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models with ξ ≠ 0
indeed stochastic

N.B. the bias factor in Pnδ is unchanged from fNL-only model
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does stochasticity agree with predictions?
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um, shape looks
good but not
amplitude
tends to look
better at low
masses, low fNL

